WEB DESIGNING
REDEFINED

We

design

business

One of the best ways to run a successful business both domestically and globally, is to run a virtual business equipped
with advacned technologies and features. We, An Idea Tech, understand this well and hence, we design business for
you in the form of a multi-purpose website that serves your purpose to the fullest beyond your expectations.

The websites designed by us are highly advanced, user-friendly, completely customized, SEO-powered, appealing and economical. We possess many advanced skills and
profound knowledge in various disciplines, required in the production and maintenance of websites. In An Idea Tech, no stone is unturned while creating a website.

The

features


Web graphic design



UI / UX design



Clean markup



Utilization of advanced tools



Privacy and security



Implementation of analytics



Search Engine Optimization
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We redesign the websites which are not delivering results up to the expectations of clients. We incorporate SEO-powered
content, simple but proper codes, latest UI designs, and last but not the least, HTML text and frames into those websites
by utilizing advanced web resource tools. Once the redesigning is done, we monitor the performance of that website, and
take necessary steps to better its performance if we ﬁnd any issue.



We, An Idea Tech, take the responsibility of maintaining
our clients’ websites too. We monitor their performance,
make necessary updates and keep them fully functional.
We optimize resources in order to make your website
perform fast. Hence, it will load quickly in any device. An
Idea Tech oﬀers various website maintenance packages
which are result-oriented and economical. As a result,
you will always be ahead of your business competitors.
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In online world, everything is in a name. Unfortunately, many people don’t consider it seriously. Hence, they fail in reaching thier business goals. We, An Idea Tech, aid such people so they can achieve success and prosperity. For that purpose,
along with web designing and maintenance, we provide another service which most of the clients overlook. That is,
domain registration and hosting. We search for proper website address as per the requirements of the clients. Once they
approve, we register that domain name. After that we host their websites from a server which is best but at the same
time economical too. As a result, our clients enjoy many beneﬁts such as many email accounts, large databases etc. In
case, if they face any issue we are always there to help.

As we said before, we will always be there for you to help. Server problem? Want to update some contents? redesigning
your website? Broken links? duplicate contents? Poor readability? Navigation issues? You just tell us. Our expert team will
solve your website-related issues within no time, and put your website on the track again. You can call, mail or message
on our social networking page. If you decide to visit our oﬃce, we will be glad to have you with us.

